
youth and laterly for all such
Hashes that do know and
value her skills.

And her espoused husband
Paul did take charge of the
Katie-Poop-Poops, and deny
all knowledge of the ways that
had been laid down for those
that had assembled to witness
and partake of the event, in
order that he be not taxed with
questions on such things as
the direction that the path may
take and indeed not be plied
with great draughts of strong
ale at the completion of the
travails.

There were shepherds and
indeed sheep - more sheep
than shepherds in fact - and a
rumour of wise men (though
only a rumour) and even a
virgin  or two, so is it also told.

And those that thronged to

And there WAS room at the Inn!
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Hares Spingo

Venue Reigate Heath

On On The Black Horse

And it came to pass that a
decree went out from  Shagger
Ex-Autos that all the world
was to be excercised.

And he did decree that
Spingo and Katie Poop-Poops
should return to their Hash de
Naiscence and there to
perform such Hash-acts as is
required by local custom in
these districts that are known
as Surrey.

And so it came to pass that
they did lay a trail of ground
unleven wheat, in those parts
known as Reigate Heath which
is indeed a part much
frequented by Spingo in her

and fall upon a lack of unleven
ground wheat even so as to be
unable to make such cypher as
he is known by (and get back
late! ed).

And those that did follow
the narrow path of the true
wheaten way, did by great
travail pass by that Inn known
as Skimington though it be in
such a condition known in
those heathen parts as closed
and as such unable to provide
for the passing multitude in
the manner deserved for such
followers, indeed there was
much room at the Inn.

And so it came to pass that
we did reach the end of the
true way and were rewarded
with such fermented barley
broth as was provided for

them by she known as the
Hare and Spingo in equal
proportions before travelling
but a small distance to the Inn
of the Brack Horse where

some did partake of eastern
delights.

On On -     Meth-Userlah

witness the ways laid for them
did rise with a great shout at
the call of the On-On and did
follow, as is customary in the
ways of those of these parts, a
winding path, all the while
pretending to not know of
their whereabouts until they
did cross that great way
known as the A25 and view
with wonderment the great
mountains of the North known
strangely in these parts as
Downs.

But the path did forsake
such simple devices as to visit
so elevated parts, though
such as were amongst the
multitude who are known for
the cypher of an Anchor
known to all those present as
“Popeye the Wanchor” did
visit the forbidden heights and
thus stray from the true path
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